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ALARMS AND REPAIR 

 

Using the “info” key (Only on the Axensor line) 

 A continuous press on this button when the compressor is running provides 

information about the last alarm recorded and the need for servicing. 

 

 

Alarm codes: Description Meaning 

 
Lock indicator steady 

System problem 

Support 

 
Lock indicator flashing 

Compressor system 

problem 

 

Dynamic indicator flashing No pressure 

 

Treatment indicator 

steady 
Initial inflation impossible 

 

Treatment indicator 

flashing 
Inflation impossible 

 

Static indicator flashing Over-pressure 

 
+ 

 

Dynamic and static 

indicator flashing 
Pneumatic problem 
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The following table shows all the alarms for the device, their triggering conditions, their 

priority as well as possible repair. 

 
Description Trigger Possible repair 

Condition Time frame 

Alarm indicator 

flashing 

and mains indicator 

off 

+  

+ sound signal 

Electrical fault: the 

compressor is not 

powered by the 

mains 

0 min 

1 - Re-connect the 

compressor 

2 - Check the status of the 

electricity network 

3 - Replace the fuse 

 

Alarm indicator 

flashing 

and mains indicator 

on 

 
+ sound signal 

Compressor system 

problem 
0 to 1 min 

1 - Check that the mattress 

is properly connected to 

the compressor 

2 - Check that the CPR 

valve is well sealed 

3 - Check the leak-tightness 

of the mattress 

 

The compressor 

measures a nil 

pressure when 

pumping 

1 min 

The compressor 

measures an over-

pressure 

1 min 

Inflation impossible 10 min 

The compressor 

detects a 

pneumatic problem 

1 min 

Alarm indicator steady 

 
+ sound signal 

Initial inflation 

impossible 
40 min 

1 - Check that the mattress 

is properly connected to 

the compressor 

2 - Check the status of 

the AXENSOR® box  
3 - Check that the CPR 

valve is well sealed 

4 - Check the leak-tightness 

of the mattress 

Support system 

problem 

0 min 

 

For any other repair solution, contact your retailer or if you are trained, use the AirCare 

solution 
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MAINTENANCE/DISINFECTION 

COMPRESSORS: 

• INDICATIONS: Use a cloth soaked in a detergent product solution or CE* 

labelled surface detergent/disinfectant at the use concentrations 

recommended by the manufacturer. Adhere to the remanence times. 

• CONTRAINDICATIONS:  

It is essential to disconnect the power cord connected to the compressor from the mains 

power outlet. The “mains” indicator must be off. 

- Do not use a high-pressure jet to clean an AXTAIR line compressor 

- Do not spray liquid to avoid any damage to the compressor by penetration of liquid 

inside the box. 

• PRECAUTIONS:  

Do not use abrasive cleaning products such as industrial detergents, acetone 

type solvents, ether and colouring products (iodized alcohol, potassium 

permanganate, silver nitrate etc.). Do not allow abrasive materials such as steel 

wool or “scotch brite” pads. 

MATTRESS : 

Depending on the type of mattress, there are several cleaning options available: 

 
All mattresses in the Axtair range are designed with an pneumatic assembly (Cells + 

Bundle + Maintaining Sheet) that can be easily removed from the base for easy 

cleaning and machine washing of the textile components. 
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For AXENSOR® mattresses, the AXENSOR® pneumatic unit and control box must be 

manually disinfected: use a cloth soaked in a detergent solution or CE* labelled surface 

detergent/disinfectant at the use concentrations recommended by the manufacturer 

(Adhere to the remanence times) or follow the washing protocol of the REHAWASH 

process. 

 

The covers and the bases can be machine washed in the following conditions: 

 

Wash in water, maximum temperature 90°C, reduced mechanical 

action, rinsing at decreasing temperature, reduced spinning. 

 

Bleaching possible, chlorination at 5000 ppm allowed. 

 
Ironing excluded. 

 

Dry cleaning not allowed, use of solvent-based stain remover not 

allowed. 

 
Drum drying authorized, moderate temperatures 

 

 

Aseptic Barrier Machine Washing: ONEP and AUTOP mattresses marketed since 

01/11/2022 are compatible with barrier machine disinfection.  

For more information, please refer to the protocol sheet F039, presented in the following 

pages.  
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Machine Washing Protocol BARRIERE / Sheet 039 : 
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MAINTENANCE DIAGRAM AND RECOMMENDED DISINFECTION  

 
 

* Neutral detergent (household washing product) 

** Wide spectrum cleaning disinfectant product, compliant with standards Bactericide 

EN1040, EN13727+A2 ; Fungicide EN1275, EN13624 ; Sporicide EN14347 ; Virucide EN 

14476+A2 

 

NO 

NO 

YES 

YES 

Unpacking the device 

 

Cover machine washing at 

90°C with detergent * 

Other surface maintenance: 

bio-cleaning 

using Detergent-Disinfectant** 

 

Replacement cover 

identical to the 

original protection 

 

Visual inspection 

compliant 

 

Assemble the mattress with its 

cover 

 

Surface spray 

Detergent-Disinfectant** 

 

Packaging 

(wait for the product to be completely dry) 

Product release and record 

 

Product 

expertise 

 

Cover altered? 

 

Disposal by waste 

network 
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 PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE 

SERVICING FREQUENCY: 

It is recommended to service the compressors and mattresses at least every 2 years of 

use for the following product lines:  

- AXTAIR ONE PLUS® 

- AXTAIR AUTOMORPHO AUTO PLUS®   

- AXTAIR AUTOMORPHO AXENSOR® 

- AXTAIR XXL® 

MATTRESS: 

Top cover: visually inspect for damage and stains on the stitch side (white). If damage 

or stains are found, the cover must be replaced. 

 

AXTAIR line mattresses do not contain any wear parts. A simple check of leak-tightness 

is recommended at the time of servicing. 

 

Steps for checking mattress leak-tightness: 

1. Inflate the mattress to a pressure between 85mBar and 100mBar. 

2. Wait for the pressure to stabilize for approximately 30 seconds 

3. Record the exact pressure of the mattress (P0) 

4. Wait 1 minute and record the new pressure (P1) 

5. The mattress is deemed to be compliant with the leak-tightness test if the 

difference between P0 and P1 (P0-P1) is less than or equal to 5 mBar. 

 

In the event of non-conformity, it is necessary to identify the failing components (cells, 

connection, CPR valve etc.) and to replace them with components provided by the 

manufacturer. After replacement a further leak-tightness test should be performed. 

COMPRESSOR: 

The filter of the compressor must be replaced once per year or more frequently 

depending on environmental conditions (dust, smoke, etc.).  

This filter is on the back of the compressor behind a transparent card which shows its 

level of fouling. (The original filters are white) 

AXTAIR compressors contain wearing parts that need to be replaced and a sensor that 

needs to be checked for calibration. 

SOLUTION AIRCARE 

The Aircare solution was developed for the preventive and curative maintenance of 

these systems. Access to the solution requires:  

• Following a specific one-day training session. Training module: WS/FORM/05. 

The detailed programme and dates for this training are available on 

winncare.fr on the training tab. This training is also available as e-learning. 

• Downloading specific software running in a Windows environment.  

• The purchase of a connection kit containing the control tools. 
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The Aircare solution authorizes preventive and curative maintenance operations on 

the compressors and mattresses.  The software is used for:  

• quick troubleshooting of the checked system, 

• the validation of servicing operations with removal of the maintenance key,  

• repair validation, 

• the traceability of all completed operations. 

 

It is possible to find out if Axensor compressor servicing is required by a continuous press 

on the  button when the compressor is running.  

 

Coding for servicing 

requirement: Description 
Meaning 

 

Hourglass 

flashing quickly 

Servicing date exceeded. 

Servicing to be scheduled. 

 

Hourglass 

steady 
No need for servicing. 

 

For AIR ONE PLUS® / AXTAIR AUTOMORPHO AUTO PLUS® /AXTAIR XXL® compressors: 

The “spanner” icon LED lights on the compressor to indicate that servicing is required. 

 

Servicing required Meaning 

 
FIXED LED 

Means product servicing is required  

(17500 hours of operation). 
 

Servicing compressors at least every 2 years of use is recommended. 

To facilitate the management and scheduling of this servicing, counters give 

information about compressor use and the time since last servicing. This information is 

available using the Aircare maintenance software. 

 

 WARNING: 

Servicing can only be carried out authorized persons, contact your dealer or 

the manufacturer. 
 

WEEE (WASTE ELECTRIC AND ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT) 

In compliance with applicable regulations covering the elimination of Waste electric 

and electronic equipment (WEEE), Winncare France is committed to contributing to 

the processing and recycling of electric and electronic equipment at the end of its 

service life.  

 

The holder must never dispose of electric and electronic equipment at the end of its 

service life in the environment or with household waste with other unsorted waste, so 

that it can be the subject of selective collection in order to be recycled or reused in 

order to protect the environment, protect natural resources and protect health. 
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EQUIPMENT CONCERNED 

The devices and instruments that feature the symbol        (Waste electric and 

electronic equipment) meaning that at the end of their service life they must not be 

mixed with other types of waste, must be the subject of separate processing. 
 

BEFORE 13 AUGUST 2005: FOR ELECTRIC AND ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT PUT ON THE 

MARKET 

Holders must finance and organize the elimination of electric and electronic 

equipment at the end of its service life themselves. Unless the equipment is replaced 

by an equivalent device or a device that has the same function. In that case, 

Winncare France applies the same waste electric and electronic equipment (WEEE) 

elimination procedure as for equipment put on the market after 13 August 2005. 
 

AFTER 13 AUGUST 2005: FOR ELECTRIC AND ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT PUT ON THE MARKET 

Winncare France complies with applicable European regulations. Winncare France 

undertakes to finance and organize the elimination of such waste.  

The procedures for the organization and elimination of WEEE are available from: 

WINNCARE France 

4 LE PAS DU CHÂTEAU 

85670 SAINT PAUL MONT PENIT 

Tél. : +33(0)2 51 98 55 64 

Fax : +33(0)2 51 98 59 07 

email: contact@winncare.fr or on our website: www.winncare.fr 

 
If the holder does not apply this procedure, they must recycle electric and electronic 

equipment at the end of its service life using an adapted method and at their own 

expense. They must communicate the necessary information to Winncare France. 

If the products are re-sold, the holder must make sure the new owner is perfectly 

informed of their duties in terms of recycling electric and electronic equipment at the 

end of its service life. 

mailto:contact@winncare.fr
http://www.winncare.fr/
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SPARE PARTS  

AXTAIR ONE PLUS COMPRESSOR- REFERENCE VAXT/POMPE/ONEP
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List of references: VAXT/POMPE/ONEP 
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AXTAIR AUTO PLUS COMPRESSOR - REFERENCE VAXT/POMPE/AUTOP 
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List of references: VAXT/POMPE/AUTOP 
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AXTAIR AUTO PLUS COMPRESSOR - REFERENCE VAXT/PAUTOP 
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List of references: VAXT/PAUTOP 
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AXTAIR ONE PLUS COMPRESSOR - REFERENCE VAXT/PONEP 
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List of references: VAXT/PONEP 
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AXTAIR AUTOMORPHO AXENSOR® COMPRESSOR - REFERENCE VAXT6/POMPE/AUTO 
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List of references: VAXT6/POMPE/AUTO 
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AXTAIR AUTOMORPHO AXENSOR® COMPRESSOR - REFERENCE VAXT6/POMPE/AUTO-S 
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List of references: VAXT6/POMPE/AUTO-S 
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AXTAIR XXL COMPRESSOR - REFERENCE VAXT/POMPE/ XXL 
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List of references: VAXT/POMPE/ XXL  
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AXTAIR ONE PLUS MATTRESS - REFERENCE VAXT/MA/ONE 
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List of references: VAXT/MA/ONE 
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AXTAIR ONE PLUS MATTRESS - REFERENCE VAXT/MONEP90/PUL OU CIC 
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List of references: VAXT/MONEP90/PUL OU CIC 
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Axtair AUTO PLUS mattress - Reference VAXT/MA/AUTOP 
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List of references: VAXT/MA/AUTOP 
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AXTAIR AUTO PLUS MATTRESS – REFERENCE: VAXT/MA/AUTOP100  
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List of references: VAXT/MA/AUTOP100 
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AXTAIR AUTO PLUS MATTRESS – REFERENCE: VAXT/MA/AUTOP120 
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List of references: VAXT/MA/AUTOP120 
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AXTAIR AUTO PLUS MATTRESS – REFERENCE::VAXT/MAUTOP90/PUH OU /CIC 
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List of references: VAXT/MAUTOP90/PUH ou /CIC 
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AXTAIR AUTO PLUS MATTRESS – REFERENCE::VAXT/MAUTOP100/PUH OU CIC 
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List of references: VAXT/MAUTOP100/PUH ou /CIC 
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AXTAIR AUTO PLUS MATTRESS – REFERENCE::VAXT/MAUTOP120/PUH OU CIC 
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List of references: VAXT/MAUTOP120/PUH ou /CIC 
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AXTAIR AUTO PLUS MATTRESS AXENSOR® AT12 – REFERENCE: VAXT6/MA/AUTO    
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List of references: VAXT6/MA/AUTO    
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AXTAIR AUTO PLUS MATTRESS AXENSOR® AT15 – REFERENCE: VAXT6/MA/MAX 
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List of references: VAXT6/MA/MAX 
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AXTAIR AUTO PLUS MATTRESS AXENSOR® AT20 – REFERENCE: VAXT6/MA/AT20-90 
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List of references: VAXT6/MA/AT20-90 
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AXTAIR AUTOMORPHO MATTRESS AXENSOR® AT20  REFERENCE VAXT6/MA/AT20-80 
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List of references: VAXT6/MA/AT20-80 
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AXTAIR XXL MATTRESS- REFERENCE VAXT/MA/120XXL  
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List of references: VAXT/MA/120XXL 
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AXTAIR XXL MATTRESS- REFERENCE VAXT/MA/140XXL 
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List of references:  VAXT/MA/140XXL 

 
 

 

 

  



 

 
 


